
Good Vibes Wall Hanging 
 

 
 

To create this wall hanging, you’ll need the NEW Simple Title Cut File Bundle & Peace Sign Background 
Cut File, and Boho Sunshine Creative Kit. 

To start, you’ll need the Simple Title Cut File Bundle. Size the Good Vibes title down to 2” x 1 7/8”. Cut 
out the title from a piece of Warm White Colour Vibe Textured Cardstock. Back the Vibes portion with 
the blue flower paper from the Boho Sunshine Creative Kit. From the same cut file, size the banner to 
5/8” x 2 ¾”.  



 

Cut the Peace Sign Background Cut File out of a piece of Peacock Colour Vibe Textured Cardstock. Back 
the cut file using the sun, X, and yellow polka dot patterned paper and peacock, daffodil and warm 
white colour vibe textured cardstock out of the Boho Sunshine Creative Kit. Lightly sand the edges of the 
peace sign. 

 

Out of the Page Pieces from the Boho Sunshine Creative Kit, you’ll need the banner and seven flowers. 
Fussy cut around the banner. Sand the edges of the flowers.  



 

In the top right corner of the peace sign, adhere two small flowers in amongst the flower bunch as 
desired. In the bottom left corner of the peace sign, adhere another two flowers in amongst the flower 
bunch as desired. Adhere two flowers in the middle bottom portion of the peace sign. Adhere the 
remaining flower by the bottom right flower bunch. Foam square the Good Vibes sentiment between 
the two flower portions at the bottom of the peace sign as desired. Adhere the two banners overtop of 
the flower bunch in the bottom right corner of the peace sign as desired.  

 

From the Boho Sunshine Creative Kit, you’ll need the enamel dots. Add enamel dots to some of the 
flowers and the banner with flowers as desired. To finish the wall hanging, add a piece of twine to the 
top of the peace sign to make a wall hanging. 



 

Here is the finished Good Vibes Wall Hanging. 

 

 


